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Abstract 
 

A literature review is conducted to present evidence, reporting published work in scientific 

research. The evidence consists of current state of knowledge established in an area of scientific 

enquiry. Evidence help researchers identify and document research which supports their conjecture 

along with documents which do not support their conjecture. 

Traditionally literature review is conducted in a centralized manner. The person conducting review 

gathers research papers satisfying his/her research questions. Reviewing relevant research papers 

is an error prone task as the person conducting review may not cover all evidence available in a 

particular domain. Research articles can be gathered from different digital libraries such as ACM 

and IEEE for computer science and engineering and PubMed for medical and health research. 

These digital libraries consists of large amount of scientific evidence. Systematically reviewing all 

evidence in a particular research topic can be a time consuming task, as papers getting published 

each year are increasing rapidly in all research domains. Currently reviews done are static. 

Can we divide the task of Systematic Literature Review in a crowd of experts? This is the question 

that intrigues us. This thesis goes one step further and introduces the concept of conducting a 

decentralized Systematic Literature Review using recently developed techniques in 

crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing is the practice of engaging a ‘crowd’ or a group for a common 

goal- often innovation, problem solving or efficiency [78]. “Crowd-driven Systematic Literature 

Review” is a mobile application developed to present the decentralized Systematic Literature 

Review. Expert users of this application, create entries of research papers/articles associating them 

with their research questions and search keywords. Expert users provide their valuable comments 

about why particular paper/article addresses stated research questions. Application will be helpful 

for its general users as searching papers/articles based on research questions and key words will 

help in reducing time in conducting Systematic Literature Review. Decentralized nature of 

application will provide expert views on each paper/article. The graph database is used in the back-

end which helps to connect research articles and research questions together. 

The technology acceptance model is used to gather opinion from researchers regarding whether 

the concept of crowd-driven Systematic Literature Review interests them and would they like to 

use this mobile application in future. Video is used to describe architecture and survey researchers 

about usability. 

The new approach of decentralized systematic literature review will help researchers save time 

and efforts in conducting literature review. The application is reliable as database of research 

papers is gathered from trusted sources such as PubMed. Also, literature reviews will evolve 

dynamically. 
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1. Introduction 

 

A sound literature review forms basis of any academic research. A comprehensive literature review 

serves as a foundation of further academic research. Literature review is an objective, thorough 

summary and critical analysis of the relevant available research and non-research literature on the 

topic being studied [13]. 

Literature reviews are conducted by students during bachelors, masters and PhD studies. Research 

scientists also conduct it during early stages of research. 

Literature review is an enormous task. Consider a process of writing a history book. A historian 

need to go through details of past events. Past events can be studied by gathering historical 

information available in various resources e.g. newspapers, books, magazines, government 

documents, correspondence between historical personalities. After detailed study of this material 

historian needs to analyze and present his view on the concerned historical events. The studied 

material used by historian need to refer in his publication. These references make book credible 

and reliable. 

Similarly, to carry out an academic research, one need to do detailed study of past research papers, 

books, gather views of other researchers on already published material.  

“A review of prior, relevant literature is an essential feature of any academic project. An effective 

review creates a firm foundation for advancing knowledge. It facilitates theory development, 

closes areas where a plethora of research exists, and uncovers areas where research is needed” [8]. 

Students conduct literature review in order to complete educational research such as dissertation 

under master study and or PhD. Literature review is an important phase in writing dissertations. It 

helps students get an overview of background work in an area of research. Gathering already 

published material along with thorough understanding gives overview of research already 

conducted in that particular research area. Already published literature is a proof of work done till 

date along with unanswered research questions. Current state of the research needs to summarize 

comprehensively in order to get ideas for new findings. Lack of knowledge about already 

published work may misguide researchers to find research topics. While writing dissertation, it 

may happen that the idea which student want to present has been already implemented. Therefore 

students are supposed to gather published papers and articles which support their research topic 

along with the articles which does not support their research topic. A thorough, sophisticated 

literature review is the foundation and inspiration for substantial, useful research [9]. It helps 

narrate research topic from background to current findings along with future work. Reader from 

different research background can understand topic in an easier way and it is less time consuming 

if references to already published material are provided along with some explanation. 

The challenging aspect of Systematic Literature Review is developing research questions [10]. 
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Articles and papers are supposed to be gathered in a way that they will support the research topic 

and are relevant to research questions. Many times even if the appropriate material is found and 

read, the probability is less that the students have understood thoroughly what they have read as 

technical papers are difficult to understand.  

During masters and PhD studies, students are responsible for topic selection and data collection of 

their research. Students are often attracted to a research question or topic which is either too big or 

vague or which is too narrow. While searching for research topic and finding research questions, 

students need to focus and apply all six states of Bloom's taxonomy. The different states covered 

in bloom's taxonomy are remember, understand, apply, analyze, evaluate and create. Students need 

to remember and understand articles and papers they are referring for data gathering. If the 

referenced material is understood and remembered correctly then specific references can be 

applied at specific parts of dissertation while writing. Proper analysis of collected data can help to 

come up with useful research ideas. Analysis is a key element of literature review, it helps to glue 

searched contents together. Fragments of material found from various collections stitched together 

to form a firm purpose. Strong outline of a research topic is a sign of thorough understanding of 

it. If literature is studied beyond analysis, which includes judging gathered material on the basis 

of strengths, weaknesses and applicability then it helps to craft research question. If all of the stages 

of bloom's taxonomy are executed in a correct manner, student will get deep understanding of their 

research topic. The deep knowledge of research topic leads to creative ideas. 

There are many things students need to consider at the beginning of the research. While proceeding 

with the research topic one should balance many things at same time. The beginning of a research 

is explained in two metaphors juggling and funnel [10]. Students need to consider all the factors 

in [Figure 1], such as, data availability, their skills, career goals, time, library resources and costs 

while choosing topic. Students usually prefer to focus on their interests. Juggling with all the 

aspects listed in [Figure 1], at beginning helps to finalize the topic which will be helpful in long 

run for students. Another metaphor is funnel which is applicable on getting an answerable research 

question. Research question usually need to be narrowed down towards topic, as shown in [Figure 

2] 
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Figure 1 . Finding Research question is like juggling [10] 

 

The process of conducting Systematic Literature Review explained till now shows that, it is 

completely centralized procedure. The person involved in conducting review is solely responsible 

for material gathering, understanding and creating research questions. [Figure 3] shows complete 

life cycle of literature review. All phases such as identifying topic of interest, generating related 

questions, stating unsolved problems and finding or developing solutions to them is completely 

centralized. Thesis/PhD guide is the only person who helps students to guide in right direction. 

After considering all these aspects of current method of conducting Systematic Literature Review, 

it is decided to implement a mobile application which will help students/researchers to conduct 

literature review in decentralized manner. Where researchers will find articles associated with key 

words/studies and research questions. Researchers can also find expert researchers comments 

about why particular article addresses particular research questions. In [Figure 2] research funnel 

is shown. Where it clearly shows that research questions are important part of conducting research. 

The application developed in this thesis will help researchers in finding articles satisfying research 

questions. 
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Figure 3. Literature Review [12] 

 

Idea is to implement crowd-driven mobile application which will help students conduct Systematic 

Literature Review. This application has database created by crowd for crowd. It was considered 

that database creators are, expert users/scientists who have published papers or have thorough 

knowledge of paper/article whose entries they create in application’s database. Whereas general 

users are considered students who will use database created by these expert users. It was clear in 

beginning that application needs to handle huge databases, which is connected in complex way. 

The application will be dealing with research papers and articles published. Each paper/article 
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published is associated with paper publishers, paper details such as title, abstract, date published, 

paper keywords, citations etc. Along with this necessary information idea was to help new 

researchers and students in conducting Systematic Literature Review. 

Then key points of Systematic Literature Review were studied thoroughly and decision was made 

to create application’s database in a way that it will connect article/paper entries with its 

domain/study and research questions. When topic of research is finalized then paper gathering 

starts with collecting papers by search keywords. It is difficult for new researchers to form right 

studies/key words and gather all relevant material associated with all studies/key words. Also 

research question formation and searching material which answers those research questions is 

tedious task. So decision was made to associate article entries with their studies/key words and 

research questions. As one paper may associated with many studies and satisfying many research 

questions, database handling in traditional relational databases would have become challenging 

task. In relational database, relationships are handled with foreign keys. Handling many to many 

relationships in such complicated environment would have affected performance. 

Considering all above points graph databases was chosen. As application needs to handle huge 

database of articles, studies, research questions and users which are interconnected. 
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1.1 Challenges 
 

The work required to conduct literature review is explained in section above. The idea is to 

implement mobile application for crowd driven decentralized Systematic Literature Review which 

will help students and researchers to conduct literature review in easier way. Various factors 

motivated to explore idea of decentralization of literature review with the help of crowd, are 

explained as below. 

1 Number of articles and technical papers getting published each year are increasing 

rapidly   

Large number of articles and technical papers are getting published each year. The material to 

access while conducting literature review is increasing rapidly. Therefore it becomes more difficult 

to conduct initial phases of literature review. As the present material is in large amount, to get an 

overview of current research state, researchers and students have to delve inside available material. 

E.g. SAE International is the premiere world resource for the design, manufacturing, operation, 

and maintenance of automobiles, aircraft, space vehicles etc. It is the largest automotive and 

aerospace standards setting body in the world [80]. It offers technical information in form of 

papers, books, magazines, meetings etc. Technical papers by SAE meetings and events published 

in 2017 (from 18th Jan 2017- 19th Jul 2017) are ‘1935’ and papers published in year 2016 (from 

28th Mar 2016- 28th Dec 2016) are, ‘2168’ [81]. This shows, rate at which technical papers are 

published is quite high. Therefore reference material is increasing each year. 

2 Centralized method of conducting literature review is time consuming   

In [Figure 2] and [Figure 3] all tasks performed while conducting literature review showed. These 

tasks are generally performed individually. The amount of material to refer is increasing rapidly as 

stated in above point, which increases time required to conduct a review. Sometimes it is hard to 

come up with the research topic in limited amount of time, as students need to delve into plethora 

of information. 

3 Lack of unified process of conducting literature review 

As shown in [Figure 1] students need to deal with many aspects while selecting research topic and 

research questions. Many times it is hard for students to decide which topic really interests them, 

and how they should manage juggling of balls. The unified procedure to conduct a literature review 

is not available yet. Effort is made to develop a unified decentralized process for conducting 

Systematic Literature review. 
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4 Lack of understanding in available material 

In some cases, students fail to understand technical language. Even after accessing right material 

if students could not understand the difficult language, they cannot utilize searched material 

properly. Students need to increase their reading comprehension while dissertation writing. 

5 Difficulty in finding research material satisfying right research question 

Students find research questions but it is difficult for them to tie research material properly with 

research question. 

6 Knowledge representation  

Application design showed, need to handle large database which is connected with complex many-

to-many relationships. Therefore decision was made to introduce graph databases as backend in 

developing mobile application.  

In this thesis, all points listed above were considered while designing solution. To address 

challenges 1 and 2 listed above, application is designed in such a way that, each article is associated 

with one more studies and research questions. ‘Study’ is key-word which is used for searching 

articles and ‘research questions’ are those whose answers are satisfied in article. Along with that 

experts who create entry of article in mobile application provide comment about ‘Why research 

question is satisfied by that article’, this addresses challenge 4. 
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1.2 Research questions 
 

The thesis will address the following research questions, 

1. What are current/traditional approaches of conducting literature review? 

The answer to this research question helped to understand following key points of the system, 

1. Understand domain 

2. Understand research methodologies and techniques used 

3. Identify areas which need improvisation 

4. Understand the feasibility of the proposed system 

This question is answered in section [2.1.1]. 

2. How helpful is implemented system for its target users? 

The purpose of this research question is to identify usefulness of developed mobile application. 

The answer to this question helped to gather opinion from future users of the system. This research 

question is answered in chapter 4. 

3. Whether developed application has potential to actually reduce time required to 

conduct literature review? 

The purpose of this research question is to understand impact of developed application on its future 

users such as, whether the application will change the time required in conducting literature review. 

This research question is answered in chapter 4. 

4. Would users like to use developed application for conducting Systematic Literature 

Review? 

The purpose of this research question is to understand how helpful it will be for its future users. 

After watching video of application demonstration whether users are interested in using 

application for conducting Systematic Literature Review. The answer to this research question 

shows whether idea is helpful to change traditional approach of conducting Systematic Literature 

Review. This research question is answered in chapter 4. 

5. How useful is idea of thesis? 

The purpose of this research question is to understand how useful overall idea of thesis is. The 

answer to this research question is answered in Chapter 4 
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1.3 Thesis structure 

 

The thesis is structured into five chapters. 

 Chapter 2 introduces the background and literature related to the research topic. 

 Chapter 3 explains the overall architecture and implementation of application proposed in 

this thesis. This chapter covers all aspects of challenges explained in section 1.1 above. 

 Chapter 4 describes evaluation criteria used to access developed system. A small survey is 

conducted to gather response from researchers and working professionals about the system. 

This chapters covers results and discussions as well. 

 Chapter 5 covers conclusion and threats to validity. 
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2. Background 
 

In this thesis, various topics are looked into to create knowledge base for understanding a scientific 

domain. 

This thesis evolved around the concept of decentralized mobile application to enable crowd 

sourced literature review. The implementation of the concept required back-ground study of 

approaches in literature review. 

 

2.1 Types of literature review 
 

In [9] David Boote and Penny Beile states that, good research is considered as good because it 

advances our collective understanding in a domain. Misinterpretation or lack of understanding of 

published material in a particular field can be disadvantageous to a student or budding researcher. 

As the foundation of any research project, a literature review should accomplish several important 

objectives. It sets the broad context of the study, clearly demarcates what is and what is not within 

the scope of the investigation, and justifies those decisions. It also situates an existing literature in 

a broader scholarly and historical context. It should not only report the claims made in the existing 

literature but also examine critically the research methods used to better understand whether the 

claims are warranted. Such an examination of the literature enables the author to distinguish what 

has been learned and accomplished in the area of study and what still needs to be learned and 

accomplished. Moreover, this type of review allows the author not only to summarize the existing 

literature but also to synthesize it in a way that permits a new perspective. Thus a good literature 

review is the basis of both theoretical and methodological sophistication, thereby improving the 

quality and usefulness of subsequent research. 

Different types of literature review are as follows, 

 

2.1.1 Systematic Literature Review 

 

A Systematic Literature Review (SLR) is a process of finding, assessing and illustrating existing 

research pertinent to research question or topic area. When researchers need to summarize 

available information about particular topic in thorough manner then the Systematic Literature 

Review is performed [1]. 

The review is conducted to support research. Many times it is conducted to check the possibility 
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of executing new ideas with reference to the studies published before. The material assessed during 

literature review contains the material which supports research question and the topic area along 

with the material which does not support the research question and topic area. To conduct a 

literature review having high scientific value the research must be performed in thorough manner.  

Mostly the Systematic Literature Review is conducted in a centralized manner. The person 

conducting the review is wholly responsible to perform all the steps involved. The detailed steps 

are listed in [Figure 4]. 

 

     

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

· Specify 

research 

question

· Develop review 

protocol

· Validate review 

protocol

· Identify relevant 

research

· Select primary 

studies

· Assess study 

quality

· Extract required 

data

· Synthesis data

· Write review 

report

· Validate report

 

Figure 4. Phases of Systematic Literature Review 

This thesis is concerned with development of efficient mobile application which will help to 

convert centralized Systematic Literature Review to the de-centralized structure. The developed 

application gathers the views from the experts about the articles published before. This application 

will help researchers to get expert opinion about particular article along with the research questions 

associated with that particular article. The application is reliable as the article data entered in the 

mobile application is fetched from the trusted sources. This reliability will make this application 

to be used by users conducting Systematic Literature Review in future. 

Systematic Literature Review (SLR) is performed using well defined methodology to identify, 

analyze and interpret all available evidence related to a specific research question [1]. The research 

question is answered in unbiased and at some degree repeatable manner, as the already published 

material is referred to satisfy the research questions. 
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A Systematic Literature Review is conducted for different reasons, 

· To figure out further investigation areas after identifying gaps in current research. 

· SLR is served as background study to position new research activities appropriately.  

· SLR is conducted by researchers to identify and document research which supports their 

conjecture along with the document which does not support their conjecture. 

 

As Systematic Literature Review is more thorough, the methods applied and the results gained 

during this study are more precise. 

E.g. Systematic Literature Review was carried on because of lack of evidence on long term 

consequences of late adolescent drinking [63]. 

While conducting review evidences from general population cohort studies of drinking between 

15–19 years old and any subsequent outcomes aged 20 or greater, with at least 3 years of follow-

up study were considered. Fifty-four studies were included, of which 35 were assessed to be 

vulnerable to bias and/or confounding. 

The concrete findings of this study are, 

1. Consistent evidences were found that higher alcohol consumption in late adolescence 

continues into adulthood and is also associated with alcohol problems including 

dependence. 

2. Although a number of studies suggest links to adult physical and mental health and 

social consequences, existing evidence is of insufficient quality to warrant causal 

inferences at this stage. 

Systematic Literature Review is more rigorous. After numerous discussions and meetings with 

supervisor idea came forward to develop a mobile application. When fully developed this 

application will help students conduct Systematic Literature Review. Collecting data which creates 

basis for thesis topic and finding research questions to address in literature review are main tasks 

in thesis writing. The application created will help students to target these important and complex 

tasks. 
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2.1.2 Narrative or traditional literature reviews 

 
This type of review is a work of combining critique and summarization of literature about thesis 

topic. The relevant databases are searched and selected material is gathered according to the thesis 

topic. In this type of reviews all the related data material is found and gathered and synthesized to 

provide the detailed overview of available database. This type of reviews gives reader the 

comprehensive overview of available literature along with significant areas of research in topic. 

This research help to identify gaps in research and define research questions [13]. 

Let us consider one example, in [73] the effect of Electronic Medical Record use on Patient Doctor 

Communication during consultation is studied. The study was conducted to report the results of a 

narrative analysis on Electronic Medical Report effect on Patient Data Communication to identify 

recurring themes and to offer preliminary guidelines and future directions for medical education 

and research. To gather study material inclusion criteria was imposed, such as, material published 

in the past 10 years, empirical investigations, direct assessment of the EMR impact on patient–

doctor communication. Then resultant 14 articles were studied. Results gathered showed positive 

impact of Electronic Medical Record usage on information exchange, but exerts a negative 

influence on patient centeredness. Some physician characteristics such as their computer skills and 

behavioral style assist in overcoming this negative influence [73]. 

 

2.1.3 Scoping reviews 

 
This type of review is similar to Systematic Literature Review. The main difference is that there 

are no restrictions on the materials resourced. In this review all the available material on the topic 

is reviewed. While undertaking this review, reviewer has to consider all the strategies to replicate 

searches just to ensure gathering of all available data. Through replicated search strings reviewer 

can make sure that all available data is considered. 

When reading and sorting the results, again apply some of the measures used in a systematic review 

so that your search results are sorted by key themes and well organized [59]. 

 

2.1.4 Meta-Analysis 

 
This type of review is a reduced form of Systematic Literature Review. This study analyzes results 

gathered from several studies on the same subject. Some standardized statistical procedures are 

applied on these result to obtain the main result. This study integrates findings from large body of 
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quantitative findings to enhance understanding. According to Polit and Beck [71] meta-analysis 

methods help in drawing conclusions and detecting patterns and relationships between findings. 

Let us consider case explained in [62], Issue is related to drinking, significant number of North 

Americans drink excessive amount of alcohol. Heavy drinking can cause road accidents, family 

dysfunction, alcohol related health issues or even work life can get affected. To study this issue in 

detail data related to peoples drinking habit has been gathered from primary care and hospitals. In 

this type of study existing data is studied. People's drinking habits may have been recorded during 

specific illness cases while getting treated in hospitals or primary care units. The data related 

accidents and drinking habits may have been collected by accident investigation teams. This 

already existing data is studied and analyzed to form new conclusion. 

 

2.1.5 Meta Synthesis 

 
This type of study is a non-statistical technique. This study considers all the material available in 

the research area. This study integrates, evaluates and interprets multiple qualitative research 

studies. It is used to identify common core elements and themes. Polit and Beck [71] discuss about 

meta-synthesis as a non-statistical procedure. According to them it evaluates and analyses findings 

from qualitative studies and aims to build on previous conceptualizations and interpretations.  

This type of study is typically applied in cases where data is similar. Data is gathered from different 

countries and then typical use case is applied on this data. Typical use cases such as some diseases, 

stress levels, child habits and more. E.g. WHO has recently issued a paper on this type of study in 

[61]. In this paper 192 countries data is studied against environmental burden of disease.   

The estimates show that for similar national incomes, the environmental burden of disease can 

typically vary by a factor five. This analysis also shows that safer water, sanitation and hygiene, 

and safer fuels for cooking could significantly reduce child mortality, namely by more than 25% 

in 20 of the lowest income countries. [61] 
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2.2 Crowdsourcing 
 

In crowd-driven Systematic Literature Review application, the data is mainly generated by crowd. 

According to Howe's categorization in [25] it comes under the category 2 and category 3, 'Crowd 

creation or user-generated content' and 'crowd voting'. In this application the article/paper data is 

fetched from NCBI data server, but article ID is provided by crowd user, who uses this application. 

Along with providing unique ID of an application user also provides comments about the article 

and information such as, which domain article belongs and so on. Therefore crowdsourcing is a 

heart of this application. 

The type of crowd involved in this application is mainly researchers who create the database with 

entering the article/paper data which they have worked with. The target user of this application are 

students and researchers who will use this application to speed up their literature review. 

In the last decade, the World Wide Web has evolved into a powerful medium for active 

collaboration among people located around the world. Many successful examples exist of people 

coming together on the Web to combine their resources –whether it is knowledge, creativity, 

opinions, skills, etc. – including the world’s largest knowledge base Wikipedia [22]. 

 

2.2.1  Introduction 

 

Crowdsourcing is a type of participative online activity in which an individual, an institution, a 

non-profit organization, or company proposes to a group of individuals of varying knowledge, 

heterogeneity, and number, via a flexible open call, the voluntary undertaking of a task. The 

undertaking of the task, of variable complexity and modularity, and in which the crowd should 

participate bringing their work, money, knowledge and/or experience, always entails mutual 

benefit. The user will receive the satisfaction of a given type of need, be it economic, social 

recognition, self-esteem, or the development of individual skills, while the crowd-sourcer will 

obtain and utilize to their advantage what the user has brought to the venture, whose form will 

depend on the type of activity undertaken [16]. 

In simple words crowdsourcing can be defined as taking a function that is traditionally performed 

by the employees and instead outsourcing it to the crowd through an open call. The crowd is 

generally an undefined and large number of people [23]. 

The crowdsourcing term was introduced by Howe in 2006 but this technique existed before. As 

Howe states, crowdsourcing is “an umbrella term for a highly varied group of approaches that 

share one obvious attribute in common: they all depend on some contribution from the crowd. But 

the nature of those contributions can differ tremendously” [25]. Howe defined four basic categories 
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of crowdsourcing, 

· Crowd wisdom or collective intelligence 

· Crowd creation or user-generated content 

· Crowd voting 

· Crowdfunding 

Although sometimes it is difficult to distinguish the usage of these types in example of 

crowdsourced tasks. As these types may combine in a complex way that it becomes difficult to 

categorize it. As an example consider how the Amazon.com website works, then the content which 

are “goods” on this website are generated by some users (who publish their goods for sell on 

company's website). Therefore this crowdsourcing categorized under Howe's “Crowd creation or 

user-generated content”. But simultaneously some users (crowd, who have used the service) vote 

for the goods which they have purchased in form of rating which is either positive or negative 

according to their experiences. The ratings forms the basis for new users whether they will 

purchase the products/goods. In this way again the crowd's role important for sell and the 

voting/rating role of crowd categorizes this example in crowd voting. Therefore it becomes hard 

to decide which category the application involves crowd in. And the crowdsourcing mechanism is 

itself is a complex structure. To encourage users participation websites like amazon asks their 

customers (buyers of the products) to provide their reviews or comment on the service received by 

the website. The reviews and comments play an important role when new users wish to buy some 

products. 

 There are some other examples of crowdsourcing as well where users/participants are paid or 

offered the share of the profit. The Threadless organization which relies on crowd for marketable  

T-shirt designs. The crowd is asked to submit T-shirt designs and these designs are made available 

to public again a large amount of crowd and then this crowd is asked to vote for their favorite 

designs. Through this process the T-shirt designs which gains high votes, wins and the designer 

gets the share in profit for that particular design. 

Changes in the current competitive landscape along with recent economic and market pressures 

are forcing organizations to rethink strategies for driving efficiency, improving product/service 

offerings, connecting with customers, and opening new markets [26]. Crowdsourcing is interested 

in some scenarios where the organization who wants to get the task done can get the best solution 

or number of solutions from the crowd without actually hiring anyone. The organization is liable 

to pay only if the solution found through crowd is completely accepted and the same applies to 

crowd as well. If the solution provided by an individual is accepted by the organization who wants 

to get task done, then only the solution provider gets paid, in above example the T-shirt designer. 
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2.2.2 Type of crowd 

 
The crowd is generally contained of varied variety of people who get task to perform. The task 

may be assigned to internal employees and external crowd at the same time. Crowds may be found 

within existing online communities of interest [31] or it is an open call to the generic public. 

According to Jappesen and Frederiksen, hobbyists and users with advanced understanding of 

future customers’ needs i.e. “Lead users” may play a more active role in crowdsourced tasks [32].  

But, other studies suggest that lead users may not be the only source of innovation within the 

crowd. “Ordinary users” (i.e., those with little knowledge of materials or manufacturing process) 

also possess critical knowledge that can be leveraged for innovation [33]. Therefore the 

contribution of Lead users and Ordinary users is equally important in crowdsourcing because the 

contribution of ideas and refining of the ideas put forth is balanced well if lead users and ordinary 

users are working together. 

As the diverse people form the crowd the possibility to get the best solution is quite high. Diverse 

crowd have different viewpoints and different thinking levels which intern gives the problem 

solving a traditional and non-traditional thinking way.  Individuals who attempted to solve 

problems outside their specific domain are often more successful than those closely associated 

with the domain [34]. Therefore in some problem solving the crowd performs much better than 

the experts as both the technical and non-technical approaches are applied to solve the problem. 

 

2.2.3 Reliability of crowdsourced applications 

 

Due to the anonymity and low pay of workers in crowd sourcing platforms, there may be concerns 

regarding reliability and privacy-preservation when using such platforms to deliver services [35]. 

Hence there is a need to ensure reliable work delivery while preserving some level of privacy to 

the requester’s data [36]. The crowd is not paid as much as the employees of an organization 

therefore the quality of work done is not completely reliable. The organization which outsources 

tasks to crowd need to consider safety and security of organization data. The solutions provided 

by the crowd need to be verified and tested before accepting. 
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2.3 Graph databases 
 

In crowd-driven Systematic Literature Review application neo4j graph database is used. Neo4j 

was built to efficiently store, handle and query highly connected elements in data model. With a 

powerful and flexible data model user can represent real-world, variably structured information 

without a loss of richness [44]. 

When application was designed, database structure showed complex nature. Application has 

‘many-to-many’ relationships among several tables. Therefore to maintain performance and to 

create neat and huge database graph database option was opted. Traditional databases are 

complicated while handling many-to-many relation schema. As relational databases manage 

relationships with foreign keys, it becomes complex when many-to-many relation is imposed on 

tables. Whereas Neo4j stores edges as direct pointers between nodes. Therefore the traversal of 

nodes is constant during each iteration. As Neo4j is a graph model, nodes and edges have properties 

associates with them as shown in [Figure 5]. Neo4j can be used as a high performance replacement 

for relational databases, especially when handling highly interconnected data [46]. In this 

application neo4j graph database is used as back-end. If the application is used by more users then 

data is expected to increase in future. And data access becomes easier and faster through graphs. 

 

The limitations of traditional databases, in particular the relational model, to cover the 

requirements of current applications has lead the development of new database technologies. 

Among them, the Graph Databases are calling the attention of the database community because in 

trendy projects where a database is needed, the extraction of worthy information relies on 

processing the graph-like structure of the data [38]. Graph database is an example of NOSQL 

database. NOSQL is Next Generation Databases mostly addressing some of the points: being non-

relational, distributed, open-source and horizontally scalable. The original intention has been 

modern web-scale databases. The NoSQL movement began early 2009 and is growing rapidly. 

More characteristics apply to this database such as, schema-free, easy replication support, simple 

API, eventually consistent/BASE (not ACID), a huge amount of data and more [43]. 

Formally, a graph is just a collection of vertices and edges—or, in less intimidating language, a set 

of nodes and the relationships that connect them. Graphs represent entities as nodes and the ways 

in which those entities relate to the world as relationships. 
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Figure 5. A small social graph [44] 

 

The figure above is an example from neo4j graph databases which represents a simple twitter user 

graph. The example above shows us powerful as well as simple representation of the graphs. Data 

can be saved and retrieved without any havoc if the graphs are used in such scenarios. If above 

data need to be saved with traditional relational databases, then the saving of the data and retrieving 

of data along with maintaining the ACID properties becomes very tedious task. This is main reason 

behind using graph databases in such cases. Refer [Figure 6], it is evident that if person's tweets 

needs to be saved in traditional databases and need to be retrieved through queries, then correct 

data retrieval will be a challenging task. 
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  Figure 6. Graph database example [44] 

 

As user 'Ruth' has published more than 100 twits, the messages field in traditional databases need 

to maintain all messages in a table according to dates. If user has edited messages then the current 

messages and previous messages editing dates need to maintain to keep ACID properties. As 

shown in [Figure 6], message with relationship 'current' is latest tweet of Ruth. With relationship 

previous old tweets can be retrieved. Graph representation made retrieval easier. 

A graph database is an online database management system with Create, Read, Update, and Delete 

(CRUD) methods that expose a graph data model. Graph databases are generally built for use with 

transactional (OLTP) systems. Accordingly, they are normally optimized for transactional 

performance, and engineered with transactional integrity and operational availability in mind [42]. 
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The representation of graph databases makes it powerful. The simple example can be metro station 

graphs. The representation of the complex data such as, all stops between source and destination 

including connecting metros are relatively easier to understand. The pictorial representation makes 

the complex structure easier for brain to understand. Graph databases offer an extremely flexible 

data model, and a mode of delivery aligned with today’s agile software delivery practices.  

Performance of graph databases is really high as compared to the traditional databases in scenarios 

where joins need to be performed on datasets. In today’s growing world the databases are also 

growing rapidly. Performing intensive joins on these large datasets deteriorates traditional 

databases performance. In case of graph databases the performance is relatively constant even if 

database is huge. This is because queries are localized to a portion of the graph. As a result, the 

execution time for each query is proportional only to the size of the part of the graph traversed to 

satisfy that query [42]. 

 

2.4 Content Management System 
 

In crowd-driven Systematic Literature Review application, Structr content management system is 

used. 

Before nineteenth century information generated and the way it was managed was very different. 

Information was mostly found in libraries and books. After World Wide Web has been introduced, 

amount of information generated and the ways of storing this information is changed rapidly. 

Today is the world of digital information. Information within organization is managed through 

Intranets. Outside organization, information is managed through Internet.  

Content is basically any item of information be it textual, graphical, audio, executable. Content is 

delivered to its requester through web servers in form of pages. Web servers stores these 

deliverable pages using embedded formatted tags which can be read by programs called browsers. 

Content in WWW is generated and maintained manually. The content is managed by web master 

or dedicated knowledgeable person. Attempts were made to make this manual process automated. 

Scripts were written for automation. But this automation is error prone therefore it’s limited.  

The pages of the information are organized into documents and borders. Each border and document 

is further divided into an outline, organizing the content, and a template organizing the appearance. 

Individual content is stored in a native format enabling creators and maintainers to use familiar 

software tools for creation and maintenance. When retrieving the information, an assembly process 

gathers the content in accordance with the document's outline and formats the content in 

accordance with the document's template. The data structure allows triggers to be associated with 

content such that automated maintenance procedure can be implemented based on the activation 

of the triggers [48]. 
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Content management system is in general a repository system which separately stores content. 

There are two types of contents, Organization component of content and Format component 

content. The content management system server accesses the organization component of content 

and creates display using both the components i.e. Organization component and the format 

component. The format component is useful to create the display structure, or in general it decides 

how the information will be displayed. 

 

2.4.1  Application Domain of CMS 

 

The amount of information generated daily is massive. Therefore storage and retrieval of content 

is becoming challenging task. As the channels creating content are increasing rapidly so as the 

channels requesting the content. There are many examples where content are getting difficult to 

manage. Let us consider some of the domains. In marketing departments of large organizations the 

content needs to be managed. In schools, colleges and universities content generated each year is 

massive. Users who handle these contents have different roles. According to different roles 

different kind of accesses are need to be given to users. This adds another layer on actual content. 

As content is retrieved according to the role and user rights. Another example of CMS where huge 

amount of audiovisual data is produced hourly is, security services using CCTV in buildings, 

ATMs, banks and public areas. The data produced in this context cannot viewed by individuals 

therefore there needs a support from electronic or automatic tools that will help to identify and 

classify required content. Digital multimedia is developing rapidly in last decade. Fully digital 

media production become possible without use of physical carriers (i.e. videotapes). Therefore 

management of these media files with their different types is also challenging. The content 

management system has be smart to deal with different new types of the media files. 

2.4.2  Structr content management system 

 

Neo4j Graph database was finalized as backend for creating application. Structr was considered as 

a platform for creating Crowd driven Systematic Literature Review application. As Structr is an 

application platform based on the graph database Neo4j. It provides a set of back-end components 

and an integrated user interface to build scalable web and mobile applications. Structr greatly 

simplifies the creation of such applications as it provides standard components for many typical 

application parts [50]. 

The functionality and data stored in Structr can be accessed in two ways. The API is used to 

connect to the back-end of the Structr. REST API is a versatile API. Through REST API data access 

and maintaining schema resources along with maintenance commands becomes easier. These all 

points were considered while choosing Structr content management system as application 

development tool. 
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2.4.2.1    Structr architecture 

 

The overall architecture of Structr is as shown in figure below. To decouple Structr from any 

version of neo4j there is a database abstraction API and drivers for neo4j versions which implement 

APIs. Each neo4j version has individual drivers. 

 

                                                                 

Structr-ui

Structr-db-driver-api

Structr-core

Structr-rest

neo4j

Structr-neo4j-

driver

 
                                                                                

Figure 7. Structr architecture 

 

· Structr-ui 

This is the runtime component of the structr platform. This component contains data model, 

business logic and back-end user interface. Component also contains high level APIs to connect to 

other components. This layer provides the main functionality to develop and run applications 

created in structr environment.   
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· Structr-rest 

This is a dynamic JSON/REST server API layer. Runtime configurable by the schema graph stored 

in graph database [51]. It can run independently from UI module.   

·  Structr-core 

This is the data modeling/schema definition layer. In this layer the logic of object to graph 

mapping, security, search and indexing is defined. This layer can be used as Java only dependency 

for individual projects. 

 

· Structr-db-driver-api 

This is a database abstraction layer. This includes interfaces for all database driver implementation. 

This layer defines API abstraction layer with classes for element of property graph model, 

transactions, indexing, search queries, services infrastructure, data converters and second level 

object cache [51]. 

· Driver implementations 

This layer is not part of the structr main project. This need to be compiled independently. It depends 

on particular database. 

· Database 

This is a persistent storage engine. 

 

2.4.2.2    Structr Use cases 

 

Structr is a powerful application platform for Enterprise Master Data Management, Product Data 

Management, Enterprise Content Management and many more use cases, like 

1. Testing designs is easier in Structr. User can import own designs in Structr environment 

and connect database to check design impact. 

2. With the help of Structr user can store, analyze, evaluate and visualize own data in different 

ways through power of graph. 

 

2.4.2.3    Structr Case study 

 
The structr website contains all the success stories of implementations. There are some complex 

environments where structr is implemented. Some companies have changed their traditional ways 

of implementation and adapted the structr and neo4j application to gain faster data access and 
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better content management. The website contains the success story of German toy company 

Schleich which is spread worldwide. With the help of specially designed mini apps, employees of 

the company can access relevant data quickly and easily. Schleich thus reliably and efficiently 

fulfills the high quality requirements and country-specific safety regulations. 

After considering all these aspects together with my supervisor it is decided to implement crowd-

driven Systematic Literature Review application in Structr. 

 

2.5 Frontend development tools 
 

In frontend development of crowd-driven Systematic Literature Review application JavaScript, 

AngularJs, HTML and css is used. 

2.5.1    JavaScript 

The main advantage of JavaScript is, it supports all browsers. This advantage became main feature 

of JavaScript and therefore it became globally accepted and preferred language.  

JavaScript is getting popular for web application development. Dynamic web-pages are designed 

using JavaScript. HTML is used to create the basic structure of the web-page such as bold texts, 

text boxes, buttons links etc. With the help of JavaScript content is designed in more interactive 

manner such as, showing pop up messages on mouse hover, changing text colors on mouse hover, 

form validations checks, animation on mouse scroll etc. User interaction becomes interesting with 

the use of JavaScript. Internet world became more interactive and responsive with the help of 

JavaScript. Consider a webpage showing text contents only. Where users read contents and simply 

click on links to another pages without actual interaction with pages. In such scenarios web 

applications were not that popular. JavaScript has provided all functionalities to web development 

where user can interact with web pages which made web world more interesting. 

 

2.5.2 AngularJs 

 

This is a powerful JavaScript framework. Majorly AngularJs is used for implementation of Single 

Page Applications. AngulaJs extends HTML DOM and other attributes and makes it more 

responsive. AngularJs is open source project. As it is very helpful in developing SPA it is used by 

thousands of developers around the world. The platform is suitable for developing web 

applications using Model-View-Controller pattern.  

AngularJS is a structural framework for dynamic web applications. It allows to use HTML as 

template language and extends HTML's syntax to express an application's components clearly and 
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succinctly. AngularJS's data binding and dependency injection eliminate much of the code one 

would otherwise have to write. And it all happens within the browser, making it an ideal partner 

with any server technology [57]. 

 

2.5.1.1 Features of AngularJs 

 

AngularJs is a powerful platform for creating Rich Internet Applications. It is used to build large 

scale and high performance web application while keeping them as easy-to-maintain. Below 

enlisted some of AngularJs. 

Important features of AngularJs 

· With this development environment developers can write client side applications using 

JavaScript in clean MVC way. 

· Main feature of AngularJs is, it automatically handles JavaScript code suitable for each 

browser. 

User interaction is key functionality of Crowd driven Systematic Literature Review application. 

Two-way data binding feature of AngularJs allows displaying data in model view and updating 

model database, if changes occur in data. Therefore AngularJs was chosen as development 

language. 

 

2.5.3 Restful services 

Crowd-driven Systematic Literature Review application communicated with NCBI databases with 

the help of Rest API’s. 

Web 2.0 is new phase of web evolution. It is referred as many more names such as, wisdom Web, 

people-centric Web, participative Web, and read/write Web. The evolution made web more 

interactive and collaborative manner, emphasizing peers' social interaction and collective 

intelligence, and presents new opportunities for leveraging the Web and engaging its users more 

effectively. In last 4-5 years applications such as YouTube, Facebook Snapchat Flickr have 

changed the world in unimaginable way [65]. 

Web consists of millions of websites. These websites access thousands of servers spread across the 

world. The servers have different implementations on them. The data need to be maintained 

properly which requires periodic redesigns and maintenance. Sometimes some of the servers need 

to shut down for up-gradation purposes. During these times system has to run properly therefore 

there are replicated servers. Data need to be maintained on replicated servers as well along with 
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maintaining ACID properties. These websites are accessed by billions of users. Users have 

different client implementations on their machines. 

REST APIs are nothing but simple set of principles that everyday developers can use to connect 

applications in a style native to Web. RESTful web services shows how to use these principles 

without the drama, the big words, and the miles of indirection. This saved developers from writing 

big codes to implement small functionalities on web [67]. 

 

2.6  Technology Acceptance Model 
 

Information technology adoption and use in the workplace remains a central concern of 

information systems research and practice. Despite impressive advances in hardware and software 

capabilities, the troubling problem of underutilized systems continue. Low usage of installed 

systems has been identified as a major factor underlying the “productivity paradox” surrounding 

lackluster returns from organizational investments in information technology [74].  

Technology Acceptance Model examines the mediating role of perceived ease of use and perceived 

usefulness in their relation between systems characteristics (external variables) and the probability 

of system use (an indicator of system success)[76]. TAM approach of testing systems is empirically 

proven successful in nearly 40% of system’s use, therefore this approach was used to check 

usefulness of Crowd-driven Systematic Literature Review application.  
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3. Overview of system 
 

In this chapter, Crowd-driven Systematic Literature Review as a developed application system is 

explained, whose concept is derived from Systematic Literature Review. Under the sub topics of 

this chapter the system is explained along with the details gathered during the process of 

implementation. This chapter explains the Crowd-driven Systematic Literature Review application 

from basic idea till the testing phase. 

The Crowd-driven Systematic Literature Review is a mobile application which will be used by 

students and researchers. Currently the application is directly connected with the server of NCBI’s 

PubMed with APIs. PubMed comprises of more than 25 million citations for biomedical literature 

from MEDLINE, life science and on-line books [14]. With Crowd-driven Systematic Literature 

Review application it is possible to retrieve information of the articles and papers available in these 

25 million citations. The abstracts of these articles and papers are also available in the mobile 

application. 

The overall system is as follows, 

 

Figure 8. Overview of system 
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The application can run on multiple mobile devices. Developed application is designed with 

Structr, which is a Java framework developed to design mobile and web applications based on 

graph database Neo4j.   

The crowd-driven mobile application begins with login page interface. If the user is not registered 

then he/she can register first by clicking on SIGNUP on upper right corner of the login page.   

While registering new user, email address and password are the mandatory fields. These two fields 

will be used by user to login to the system. Name and education are treated as optional fields 

currently but in future these fields can be used to keep track of each user according to education 

level. 

Figure 9. User login and creation screen 

 

While creating new user some error handling is done. User is identified as a unique user, with 

unique email address. If email address is already present in the database, then validation process 

will be activated, and prompt user to enter another valid email address. If email address is valid 

during registration procedure then user will be prompted with successful user creation interface, 
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which will lead successful user to login page. If user registration is UN-successful then he/she will 

be redirected to SignUP page again. 

 

Figure 10. User validation screens 

Above figure shows, successful and UN-successful registration. Once the user successfully creates 

login account he/she can login in to the literature review application. The login window is as shown 

in [Figure 10]. As explained earlier email address and password are the mandatory fields to login 

to the application. “Log In” button will not be activated until mandatory fields entered with valid 

inputs. User will be prompted regarding validations e.g. invalid email address. This makes login 

easier and error free. 

Once user is logged in successfully, he/she will be redirected to the home page of application. 

Application has two main functionalities, which divides application in two important tabs. First 

tab is General users. Through this tab general users can use all functionalities of crowd driven 

Systematic Literature Review application. Database created by scientists and expert users, can be 

accessed in this tab. At present all users are treated in same way. In future, users can be classified 

according to their education and expertise level. The second important tab is “Scientist”. This is 

the heart of the application. Database of application is developed when expert users create an entry 
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of an article in to the application. Interface of scientists tab is as below, 

 

Figure 11. Scientist users’ main screen 

When user selects to “Proceed as scientist” he/she will be redirected to the following [Figure 12]. 

Which shows three important tasks of scientists/expert users. 

Scientist/Expert users can perform following important tasks, 

1. Create new study in database 

Creating new study is “creating keywords” which are most commonly used to search articles 

database. Some papers and articles are published with keywords field nowadays. These keywords 

are nothing but the important key points of those articles and papers. 

While using search engines, one gets papers/articles ranked according to maximum number of 

search keywords. This sometimes works but sometimes it just fails, as search keywords may or 

may not be an important key of an article/ paper which is ranked number 1 according to search 

keywords count. Therefore in crowd-driven Systematic Literature Review application it is 

important to connect each article/paper with its study i.e. keywords which are most frequently used 
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by beginners and researchers to find articles/papers associated with those studies. e.g. Database, if 

a person wants to search database with keyword “database” then he/she might get thousands of 

articles associated with search key Database but it takes time to find articles/papers which has 

“Database” as their keyword. 

 

 

Figure 12. Study create screen 1  

When user selects “Create new study” accordion, the accordion will be expanded and it will show 

message regarding its functionality. 
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Figure 13. Study create screen 2 

The above figure shows two studies created successfully in database i.e. Antibiotic resistance gene 

and Ionic liquids. The description just provides an explanation of title of study. These are just 

keywords to which papers/articles can be attached to. These studies will help to retrieve those 

articles/papers which are attached to them. 

 

2. Create new article entry 

This is the most important task of the application performed by scientists/expert users. Currently 

the application is directly connected with the server of Pub-med with APIs. The application can 

access server's database, which has more than 25 million citations for biomedical literature from 

MEDLINE, life science and on-line books [14]. PubMed database consists of biomedical literature 

therefore article entries and studies created with this application are related to the medical field. 

Pub-Med API's are free to use and consists of large data source therefore this database was selected. 

It provided good environment for testing application idea. 

When user clicks on “Create new article entry”, the accordion gets expanded and shows a message 
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which displays its functionality. Then to proceed further with creating new articles entry in Crowd-

driven Systematic Literature Review application's database, user need to click on Create new 

article entry. 

 

Figure 14. Article entry screen 1 

In Pub-Med website all articles are uniquely identified by their unique id number which is called 

as, PubMedID. To create an article entry in crowd-driven systematic literature review application, 

scientist/expert users need to know PubMedID of article. The basic idea behind this is, user which 

is creating an entry in database knows details of an article before creating an entry. While creating 

an entry user can associate an article with its study and research questions which are answered by 

that article. Therefore it is important for user to know the basic details of article. When user 

proceeds with article entry, he/she will be first redirected to [Figure 15]. If user knows PubMedID 

then he/she can proceed further with article entry, else he/she can click on “Get PubMedID from 

website which will redirect them to NCBI website, where they can find PubMedID of desired 

article and come back to application to enter details of article.   
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Figure 15. Article entry screen 2 

Text box shown in figure above accepts only numbers with maximum eight digits, as all 

PubMedIDs consist of eight digits. As soon as valid number is entered “Enter the details” button 

will be activated. This error handling checks whether user is aware of articles details which he/she 

is about to enter. 

Once user enters valid PubMedID, details of an article such as title and abstract will be fetched 

from NCBI website. User can click on next to associate an article with research question and study. 

After clicking on “Next” user can see the details as shown in [Figure 16]. These figures show title 

and abstract of PubMedID entered by user. These details are fetched directly through API call. 

Scientist need not enter details manually. 

Once the article details are fetched from the server, the process of article details entry starts. The 

click on 'Next' button leads scientist towards entering more details. The details which can be added 

by the person who has studied the article in detail, or who knows what important aspects of 

particular article are. 
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Figure 16. Article entry screen 3 

The main aspect of an article from this thesis perspective is, to associate particular article with 

research questions and studies. On click of 'Next' button new frame opens where scientist can 

associate an article with numerous research questions. Scientist can create as many research 

questions as needed. Once required research questions are added, scientist is asked to explain why 

these research questions are answered by this particular article. This explanation is important as it 

will help students to understand the importance of an article. Many times, it is lengthy and time 

consuming process for students to understand technical language and associate articles with their 

research topics. This application will help students to understand the association of published 

articles with their research topics. As shown in [Figure 17], the scientist can add research questions 

to the particular article add explain in comments sections, why those research questions are 

answered by that particular article. Once the association between article and research questions is 

established, the important task remains is to connect particular article with Study area. The study 

area is the keywords which is generally used when one searches for particular topic in database. 

Such as, while searching for an article related to “query optimization” one would choose words 
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Figure 17. Article entry screen 4 

start with 'Query optimization'. In this thesis these keyword formation is referred as Study. After 

scientist clicks on 'Create article entry' it will lead to another frame, where scientist can enter 

associated study's name. The study name must exist in database. Once scientist clicks on empty 

text box, the study domain list will be automatically populated from database. Scientist can select 

study according to his/her choice. More studies can be added with '+' sign, and can be removed 

with 'X' sign. In this way scientists can associate as many studies as they want with particular 

article. This step will complete article creation process in this application. The article entry is added 

to the database with unique identification ID, which PubMedID in this case. The article creation 

final step is shown in figure below. 
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Figure 18. Article entry screen 5 

In next paragraphs functionalities designed for user are described, i.e. how general users can use 

this application to fulfill their needs. How this application will help them to search published 

articles belonging their research study, and how they can save time by using this application. 

 

3. Create new research questions 

New research question can be created in two ways.  

Simple entry can be made in database by selecting Create research question tab in [Figure 14]. 

When researcher selects this tab, he/she will be directed to [Figure 19]. As shown in figure, user 

can simply add question in text box and click on “Create research question button”. This will create 

new research question entry in database. 
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Figure 19. Create research question 

Secondly, researchers can create research questions while creating new article entry as explained 

in above sub point, ‘Create new article entry’.  

Textbox of create new research question is connected with field in database. When user starts 

writing research question then auto search functionality runs. If words matched with database entry 

then user gets suggestions about previous entries. If current entry does not match with entries 

available in database then user can create new research question entry, otherwise user can select 

existing entry. 
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General users can perform following important tasks, 

The home page of general users looks as shown in [Figure 20], all functionalities which general 

user can perform are listed on this page. When user clicks on 'Proceed as general user' he/she can 

start using these functionalities. User will get different sections in an accordion where he/she can 

select their desired functionality and will be able to proceed further. 

 

 

Figure 20. General users’ main screen 

As general user is interested in knowing details such as, an article which he/she is referring answers 

which research questions. And article which they found/searched is associated with which domain. 

What are expert opinions about that article? Many times, general users (in this case Master and 

PhD students) invest lot of their important time in searching for published articles which will 

support their research topic. In this literature review students need to understand the articles which 

they are referring and along with that they need to provide evidence about how that particular 

article supports their research topics through research questions. Students invest time in first 

searching articles and then to understand them. After thorough understanding they need to prepare 

notes regarding which articles actually fulfills their requirements. As this application is crowd-

driven students can get scientists/expert users suggestions in selecting articles. As each article is 
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associated with study/domain users can get list of articles associated with particular search 

keywords (study/domain). The list will also contain the comments from scientists/expert users. 

This will help students to understand each article in detail. Instead of thorough reading and then 

rejecting an article students can view comments from experts and then can decide whether article 

satisfies their requirements. Once article fits user’s requirements they can read it thoroughly and 

prepare their own notes as well as choose which sections of papers they would like to refer in their 

own paper. 

Each article entry is associated with research question as well, which is designed to help users find 

which articles satisfy that particular research question. Many times it is difficult for users to frame 

research questions. This section is designed to help and guide students as students can get list of 

all research questions and it will give them a hint to design their own research questions.  

 

Figure 21. General users’ functions screen 1 
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Figure 22. General users function screen 2 

In coming sections, functionalities of general user is explained in steps, including actual screens 

from mobile application. 
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1. Study/Domain based articles search 

 

Figure 23. Study based article search screen 1 

With the help of this functionality users can directly get a list of available papers associated with 

particular study.  An auto complete text-box is used to provide hints for user. When user starts 

typing in the text-box he/she will get the list of all studies currently available in the database 

according to the characters user is typing in the text-box. In this way, user can immediately get a 

list of all studies which he/she is interested in. User can select the desired study and can proceed 

to check the list of all articles associated with that study. e.g. As shown in figure below, If user 

chooses Ionic liquids study (search keywords), he/she will be directed towards new page which 

will show user how many article entries are available in application's database which are associated 

with “Ionic liquids” study. 
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Figure 24. Study based search screen 2 

 

Figure 25. Study based search screen 3 
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As shown above, currently in database there are two article entries associated with Ionic liquids. 

Users can immediately go through comments and details of these articles. Article's title, abstract 

and expert's comments are available on same page, which will help users to decide whether those 

articles satisfy their search or not. 

2. PubMedID specific articles search 

The next functionality of mobile application provides user to choose PubMedID which he/she has 

already referred. 

If user wants to know expert's comments about any particular article which he/she has already 

studied, then in this mobile application user needs to search for that article in application. User can 

search entries of articles with PubMedID. As all articles are entered in the mobile application with 

unique ID, these can be used to search articles. Drop-down list is used to show all articles 

PubMedID's present in database. It will help users to choose articles faster. As user selects an 

article’s unique ID he/she will be redirected towards article’s details page. 

 

Figure 26. PubMedId based search screen 1 
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Figure 27. PubMedId based search screen 2 

e.g. As shown above if user selects article number 25951456, he/she will directly get the details of 

an article. Article's title, abstract and expert comments will be shown to the user. User can 

immediately get the expert comments which he/she was looking for. It reduces user’s time of 

traversing many pages, just with 2-3 clicks user can access desired article's details. This way user 

can save his/her time to get expert's comments on required article. 

Users can see details including Abstract, Title and expert comments of articles/papers. Showing 

abstract and title plays important role as users can read abstract and expert comments at the same 

time. It is helpful to decide whether article satisfy users’ needs to consider or incorporate that 

article in conducting Systematic Literature Review. 

 

3. Research questions based article search 

User can also search database with research question. In this function as well, auto complete text-

box is used. As user starts writing in text-box he/she will get hints about which research questions 

are available in the database. As this text-box is directly connected to the field in database, it will 
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fetch matched characters data from particular data field. User will left with the choices of questions 

according to what he/she types in a text-box. Once user selects one desired question he/she can 

click a button to see all articles associated with that particular research question. e.g. In [Figure 

28] below, If user chooses question, “What increases the risk of ARG's dissemination to human 

pathogens”, user can view all articles which satisfy this research question. In this case currently in 

database there is just one article associated with this research question, which provides all 

information about this research question. 

 

Figure 28. Research question based search 

In this way this application will help users in a unique way to find articles, 

· Which are associated with research questions. 

· Articles which are associated search keywords or studies 

· Articles which can be found with the help of their unique PubMedIDs. 
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3.1 Database Schema Design 
 

Database architecture of crowd-driven Systematic Literature Review application is designed as 

shown in [Figure 29] below. There are four nodes in database namely Globalusr, Article, Study 

and ResearchQuestion. The relationship types are listed with each node along with incoming and 

outgoing arrows which shows their multiplicity of relationship with each other. Currently there are 

two types of users in system, still in database they are treated as one. In this way it was easier to 

avoid redundancy of fields in database. In future users can be arranged according to their education 

levels, as education field is already available in schema definition. Each node's detailed properties 

are explained in section below. 

 

Figure 29. Database schema 

In subsequent sections crowd-driven Systematic Literature Review application’s all schema 

definitions are explained. 
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3.1.1 Globalusr node schema 

 

 

Figure 30. GlobalUsr schema definition 

Database schema of Globalusr looks as shown in [Figure 30] above. There are only three properties 

at present, email address and password are mandatory properties as they are used for login purpose. 

As mentioned above education field can be used in future to determine criteria of user (student or 

researcher). Currently all users are treated in equal way, any user can create article entry, but in 

future according to users level of education their roles can be decided. 

In crowd-driven Systematic Literature Review mobile application neo4j graph database is used as 

back-end, which creates nodes of all entries. Each node has its unique ID generated automatically. 

Along with unique ID there are some other fields such as Name, Owner, Type, Created date, Last 

modified date etc. are also generated automatically when new node is created.  

In [Figure 30] above Name property of Globalusr node is not shown as local property of node, it 

comes as default property. Nodes are connected with other nodes with relations. In node 

Globaluser, there are two ways the node is associated with two other nodes, Study and Article. In 

[Figure 30], there are two outgoing relationships shown from Globalusr node, they are namely, 

hasCreated to node Study and hasEntered to node Article. These relationships shows which studies 

are created by particular user along with which articles are entered by particular user. These 

relationships create remote properties namely, hascreatedStudies and hasenteredArticles. These 
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remote properties can be used like foreign keys in regular relational database to access other table 

records. As foreign keys are directly present in the records while storing each record in the 

database. It becomes easier in graph databases to maintain and manage relationships between 

records along with retrieval of records from database according to certain conditions. e.g. [ 

Figure 31] shows one entry of Globalusr record in database. 

 

 

 

Figure 31. User entry example in database 

 

This Globalusr record entry shows how data is associated with other node entries. As mentioned 

earlier some properties are auto-generated in neo4j. Relationships with other nodes are also treated 

as properties in graph databases. Here ID of article record gets enlisted in HasenteredArticles 

property. ID is unique number of Article entry. All entries entered by particular user get listed under 

this property. 

If one would like to find all articles entered by particular user, HasenteredArticles property enlists 

all articles entries from that specific user. In this way managing and maintaining records in graph 

databases becomes easier and faster. 
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3.1.2 Study node schema 

 

In crowd-driven Systematic Literature Review mobile application, study represents keyword 

string which is formed during search of articles in huge databases. Schema of study node is as 

shown in [Figure 32] below. 

 

 

Figure 32. Study node schema 

 

As mentioned earlier there are some properties which are auto-generated. In this node local 

properties are, domain and sDescription. Domain is name of study. E.g. while searching papers on 

topic ‘database servers’, user first will try ‘database server’ as main searching string. In this 

situation ‘study’ name will be “database server” which is a Domain. Property description is the 

description of newly created study which will provide hint to user explaining study name in detail. 

Study node is associated with all other three nodes. It is associated with node ResearchQuestion 

with 'has' relationship, with node Globalusr with 'hasCreated' relation and with node Article with 

'IsAssociatedTo' relation. As explained in Globalusr node these remote properties act as foreign 

keys to access all other three nodes. In the section below, one record in database is shown in [Figure 

33]. Where all these three remote properties are shown. It becomes easier to access the data in 
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other nodes as graph database connects these nodes in simple way. 

 

Figure 33. Study entry example in database 

 

3.1.3 Article node schema 

 

Database schema of Article node looks as shown in [Figure 34]. There are four properties at 

present, comments, abstract, articleTitle and PubMedID. Comments, articleTitle and PubMedID 

are mandatory properties and PubMedID is unique property. Each paper has its unique number in 

NCBI database as well, to fetch correct data from NCBI database to this application it is needed 

that this Id entry is unique. As mentioned earlier article title and abstract fields are fetched from 

NCBI database with web API's. Each node has its unique ID generated automatically which is 

local property. 

Nodes are connected with other node entities with relations. In node Article, there are three ways 

the node is associated with other three nodes, Study, Globalusr and ResearchQuestion. In [Figure 

34] from Article node, one incoming and two outgoing relationships are shown. They are namely, 

hasEntered from Globalusr node, isAssociatedTo to node Study and addr to node 

ResearchQuestion. These relationships shows which article entries are created by which users 

along with which research questions are addressed by particular article and article is associated to 
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which study. In this way all other nodes are accessed by Article node. These relationships create 

remote properties namely, isAssociatedtoStudies, addreResearchQuestion and 

globalusrHasentered. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 34. Article schema definition 
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Figure 35. One Article entry example in database 

These remote properties can be used like foreign keys of regular relational database to access other 

node records. As these properties are directly present in the nodes while storing each record in the 

database, it becomes easier in graph databases to maintain and manage relationships between 

records along with retrieval of records from database according to certain conditions. 

In [Figure 35] above one entry of Article record in database is shown. This Article record entry 

shows how data is associated with other node entries. As mentioned earlier some fields are auto-

generated in neo4j. Relationships with other nodes are also treated as properties in graph databases. 

Here ID of Globalusr, study and research question is present in each record if association is present. 

ID is unique number of all three tables’ record entry. If one would like to find all articles entered 

by particular user, this field directly provides list of all articles entries for specific user. 
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3.1.4 Research Question node schema 

 

Database node of Research Question looks as shown in [Figure 36] below. There is just one 

property at present, rQst1. This property is mandatory, as this is research question which need to 

be present in record. 

Nodes are connected with other node entities with relations. In node Research Question, there are 

two ways the node is associated with other two nodes namely, Study and Article. In [Figure 36], 

there are two incoming relationships, they are namely, ‘has’ coming from Study node and addre 

coming from Article node. These relationships shows which articles entries addresses particular 

research questions, and which study that research question belongs to. 

Figure 36. Research question schema definition 

 

Research question record entry is shown in [Figure 37] below. It shows how data is associated with 

other node entries. As mentioned earlier some properties are auto-generated in neo4j. Relationships 

with other nodes are also treated as properties in graph databases. Here ID of article record gets 

enlisted in ArticleAddres property. ID is unique number of Article entry. If one would like to find 

all articles which satisfy this research question then this field directly provides list of all articles 

which satisfy particular research question.  
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Figure 37. Research question entry example 

 

In this way crowd-driven Systematic Literature Review mobile application's database is 

designed. 
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4. Evaluation 
 

Application is evaluated with the help of Technology Acceptance Model approach [2.6]. Two 

videos are created explaining application idea and demonstration. Links of videos for idea 

presentation [68] and application demonstration [69] along with feedback form [82] were shared 

via email with persons having academic and professional background to collect feedback. 

 

4.1 Experimental design 
 

The goal of survey was to answer research questions listed in section [1.2]. Twelve people were 

chosen from professional and academic circles. Professionals were chosen from computer science 

faculty to gather overall opinion about design and idea of application. Researchers were chosen 

for gathering opinion about usefulness of idea.  

Videos were created using RecordMyDesktop, WinFF, HandBrake, VLC Media Player and 

Openshot video editor. 

While application was running on laptop, the screen was recorded using RecordMyDesktop 

application. Files were created in chunks. RecordMyDesktop created files in .ogv format. WinFF 

application used to convert .ogv files to .avi files along with high definition resolution. To provide 

same frame rate to all video file chunks HandBrake application was used. It made all video chunks 

in uniform frame rate. HandBrake converted files from .avi to .mkv format. Afterwards these files 

were converted into .mp4 version using VLC media player. Once all media files were created using 

VLC media player then Openshot video editor was used to make single video file of demonstration 

and idea presentation. 

After videos were created they were uploaded on YouTube so they will be available publicly.  
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4.2 Survey questionnaire and discussion 
 

Questionnaire was designed in a way to satisfy research questions. All participants were asked to 

submit following questions answers. Some questions are mandatory. 

Q 1. Education level 

First question was asked to gather background of participants. The level of education helps to 

check views of participants. Options were provided to participants. Options were,  

1. Bachelors 

2. Masters 

3. PhD 

4. Other 

As Bachelors, Masters and PhD students are aware of Systematic Literature Review their reviews 

were important. 

 

Q 2. Current Occupation 

This question was asked to check what type of work participants are doing currently. Options were 

provided to gather responses from participants. This question is mandatory. The options provided 

are, 

1. Student 

2. Researcher 

3. Working 

4. Other 

 

Q3. How useful is the idea of thesis? 

This is one of the research question. Participants were asked to rate the application between 1 to 

5, where 1 shows least useful and 5 indicates quite useful. 

This is mandatory question as this question is important for developed application. It accesses 

developed application. 
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Q 4. Do you think application can reduce time required to conduct Systematic Literature 

Review? 

This is mandatory question. It was asked to check how useful application will be for its users. 

Participants were asked to rate the application between 1 to 5, where 1 shows application will not 

be helpful to reduce time required to conduct literature review and 5 indicates application will be 

very useful in reducing time required to conduct literature review. 

 

Q 5.  How helpful it will be in conducting Systematic Literature Review if idea is fully 

implemented? 

As the application is not fully developed yet, this question was asked to gather views of participants 

regarding usefulness of this application when idea is fully developed. The actual purpose of asking 

this question was to check whether development of application can help its target users or not. 

Participants were asked to rate the application between 1 to 5, where 1 shows application will not 

be helpful in conducting literature review and 5 indicates application will be very useful in 

conducting literature review. 

 

Q 6. How satisfied were you with current implementation? 

This question was asked to gather overall feedback from participants regarding developed 

application.  

Participants were asked to rate the application between 1 to 5, where 1 shows they did not like 

developed application and 5 shows developed application is up to their expectations. 

 

Q 7. Would you like to use this application in conducting Systematic Literature Review? 

This question was asked to check whether participants would like to use developed application in 

conducting Systematic Literature Review. 

 

 

Options were given to participants. The options are, 
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1. Yes 

2. May be 

3 No 

Along with these questions participants were asked to submit any comments and special feedback 

which they wish to submit. The feedback received is provided in section below. 

 

4.3 Results and discussion 
 

Results were gathered from google forms. All charts are made from 12 responses received.  

Answer 1. Education level 

 

                

People were chosen from diverse background. 2 PhD students, 1 researcher,  5 masters graduates  

4 bachelor graduates willing to pursue PhD and Masters respectively participated in survey. 12 

people were chosen considering bachelor’s degree as basic education.  

 

 

 

Answer 2. Current occupation 
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Currently 3 people are doing research. One person is preparing for masters studies and 8 people 

are working in software development. People were chosen from diverse background so it will be 

useful to collect diverse perspective.  

Answer 3. How helpful is the idea of thesis, answer of research question [2], 

 

 

As shown in figure above, 7 people found that the idea of thesis is very helpful and rated the idea 

with 5 ratings. 4 people have rated application with 4 points and 1 person rated application with 3 

points. 

 

 

Answer 4. Whether application can reduce time required to conduct Systematic Literature 

Review, answer of research question [3] 
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As shown in figure above, 7 people have rated application with 5 points showing application will 

be very useful in reducing time required to conduct Systematic Literature Review and 4 people 

rated application with 4 points while 1 user have rated application with 2 poins. Overall from 

responses received it shows that application will be helpful in reducing time required to conduct 

Systematic Literature Review. 

 

Answer 5. Whether application is helpful in conducting Systematic Literature Review if idea 

is fully implemented, answer of research question [5] 

 

 

As shown in figure above, 7 people have rated application with 5 points showing application will 

be very helpful in conducting Systematic Literature Review and 4 people rated application with 4 

points while 1 user have rated application with 2 poins. Overall from responses received it shows 

that application will be helpful in conducting Systematic Literature Review. 
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Answer 6. How satisfying is developed application, 

As shown in figure below, 5 people have rated application with 5 ratings, 4 people have rated it 

with 4 ratings, 2 rated it with 3 ratings and 1 rated it with 2 ratings.   

 

Answer 7. Whether application will be used in conducting Systematic Literature Review, 

answer for research question [4], 

 

 

As shown in figure above, 58.3% have said ‘Yes’ for using application for conducting Systematic 

Literature Review. While 33.3% people said ‘May be’ they would like to use application and 8.3% 

people said ‘No’ for using application. 
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5. Conclusion 
 

Crowd-driven Systematic Literature Review mobile application idea is implemented in this thesis. 

Systematic Literature Review [2.1.1] is conducted by students and researchers during early phase 

of research. I found difficult to begin Systematic Literature Review. All challenges faced during 

finding right data from right sources are listed in Chapter 1. Overall traditional approach of 

conducting Systematic Literature Review is described in Chapter 2. As described in Chapter 2, 

conducting Systematic Literature Review is an individual task. At times it becomes difficult for 

new researchers to form keywords and incorporate all available data for thorough understanding 

of literature. In today’s world as thousands of papers are getting published each year, searching 

right material is big task. In addition, it is challenging to write and constantly update the review 

on already published material. 

Idea is to create Crowd-driven Systematic Literature Review mobile application. It will help 

students and researchers conducting ‘Systematic Literature Review’ in decentralized manner. The 

application will consists of article/papers entries associated with their studies and research 

questions. Experts will comment why particular article/paper satisfies those research questions. 

Studies are key words which are generally used for searching paper databases. E.g. while searching 

articles on neo4j, graph databases can be a candidate search key. Database of application is created 

by users therefore this application is crowd-driven. Article/paper entries are also associated with 

their research questions. One article/paper can be associated with one or more studies and it can 

satisfy one or more research questions. The complex design of database schema lead to choose 

neo4j graph database as backend tool. As graph databases give good performance in complex data 

structures and it is natural to have graphs represent the literature and their interrelationships. 

After detailed study of how Systematic Literature Review is conducted in Chapter 2, design of 

application is done. It was decided that there will be 2 types of users, expert users and general 

users. Expert users/researchers who are responsible for creating entries of papers/articles in mobile 

application. These users associate article/paper with its studies and research questions and also 

provides comments, explaining why that article/paper satisfies those research questions. General 

users are those who can use application’s database. After successful login user can perform both 

operations i.e. creating entries in database and view database of articles. User need to select desired 

tab to start using functionality of any user. 

NCBI website was chosen for testing mobile application. NCBI website supports 46 different types 

of medical databases, only PubMed database was chosen for testing. PubMed alone consists of 

more than 25 million articles references. Design was made to fetch article/paper details directly 

from PubMed database. When user who is creating entry of a particular article in mobile 

application, enters valid PubMedId, then its details such as title and abstract are fetched from 

PubMed database through Rest API’s. This feature makes application secure to use. 
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Considering all details above system was designed. Article/paper data is retrieved by general users 

according to their needs. General users can view data in three ways. 

1. Article/paper entries by selecting their PubMedId. 

2. Article/paper associated with particular study. 

3. Article/paper associated with particular research question.  

4. Expert user’s comments about why particular article satisfies particular research 

questions. 

Detailed design of application is explained in Chapter 3. 

TAM survey was conducted to gather statistical significance of application. After receiving survey 

results and carefully going through findings, it is clear that the idea of thesis is helpful and will be 

useful in future for conducting Systematic Literature Review. 

Chapter 4 consists of all results gathered during TAM survey. 

 

5.1 Threats to validity 
 

Application is crowdsourced. Article contents are fetched from trusted source i.e. NCBI website 

but actual functionality of application i.e. users comments and association between study names 

and articles is performed by users.  

Users are fully responsible for creating database of this application. Users are validated by email 

address only but email address itself is not validated. Therefore threat of using someone else’s 

email address for creating login in application is possible. This issue will be handled if social media 

login API’s are connected with application, this is explained in section [5.2.2]. 

It might be possible that users using application may enter fake data e.g. valid entry of paper/article 

is created with false comments and study association. This will degrade the usefulness of 

application. It can be avoided to some point if comments entered by users are rated or liked by 

other users, as explained in section [5.2.4] [5.2.5].  

Idea of researcher’s censorship on entries can also be implemented in future. 
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5.2  Future work 
 

Current version of Crowd-driven Systematic Literature Review application, cannot be used at this 

very moment. It can be improved in number of ways. Useful ideas are received through survey 

which will make this application more usable and interesting to use. I have enlisted features which 

will make application more valuable if implemented in future. 

 

5.2.1 Extend application with other databases 

 

Currently application is connected with PubMed API’s. It would help users if they can see all 

papers and articles available in different research field under a single roof. Currently the 

application is restricted to medical databases. In future API’s of other databases can be connected 

to this application then students from other streams can also use it. 

After connecting application to several databases, there could be a provision to select which 

database user want to use for search. According to users selection he/she can search different 

databases.  

To connect application with ACM digital library and IEEE papers and articles, more layer of 

authentication will be required. As these service providers have their own logins.  

 

5.2.2 User login through social media profiles 

 

Nowadays creating and maintaining user profiles for each new application become a tedious task. 

User needs to remember all passwords and login details. To avoid the issue of maintaining 

password and reduce the time required for creating new users, provision can be made to login 

through already existing accounts. These accounts can be of Gmail, Facebook, Twitter. User 

authentication is important in this application. The authentication will be more genuine if it is 

connected to more accounts. The API’s of these social networking sites can be extended in crowd-

driven Systematic Literature Review mobile application. It will save users time to create new login.  

 

5.2.3 Only one type of user 

 

This idea is received from survey conducted. In future there will be only single user. User can 

select which functionality he/she would like to perform. According to selection of functionality 
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user can proceed. All functionalities can be enlisted on main page. User can choose what he/she 

wishes to do from all available options.  

 

5.2.4 Like, comment and print articles directly from application 

 

User can like comments submitted by other users. Currently application supports single comment. 

In future users who have referred articles/papers can add their own comments on particular articles. 

Discussion thread can be created using blockchain technique to further enhance the topic [83]. 

The link to download articles along with all comments can be added. This will help users to read 

articles/papers along with comments on other devices.  

 

5.2.5 Rate comments 

 

Rating articles/papers comments will help other users to decide how helpful provided comments 

are. If users can rate comments then it will increase application’s reliability in future. As more and 

more users rate each other’s comments application will become more trustworthy and useful. 

 

5.2.6   Papers and articles title search 

 

Papers/articles can be searched with their PubMedId currently. If user is not aware of PubMedId 

then it will be difficult for him/her to search articles. In future it can be avoided by replacing search 

to titles of articles/papers. 

 

5.2.7 Users can ask questions on articles 

 

Application can be served as quora for researchers in future. It can be a good platform for sharing 

knowledge and answer each other’s questions. Users can start questions on papers/articles they 

have doubts about. In this way this application can help users to clear their doubts and improve 

knowledge.  
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